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Honda Tops the ‘Most-Researched’ List for 2005

Manly Honda, your favorite Honda Dealer in California, presents North America’smost-
researched and preferred vehicles of 2005.

Santa Rosa, CA (PRWEB) January 7, 2006 -- Manly Honda, your favorite Honda Dealer in California, presents
North America’s most-researched and preferred vehicles of 2005.

Despite a not-so-good year for the rest of the auto industry, 2005 has been rewarding for Honda Motors. Honda
vehicles topped all auto awards, the sales increased and now, Honda tops the list of most-researched vehicles
for 2005.

Edmunds.com has compiled lists of the most-researched new cars and trucks in 2005 and Honda not only tops
the list but also dominates it with the presence of 5 of its models. Honda Accord and Honda Civic are the
honored first and second most researched cars for the year 2005 while Honda Odyssey, Honda Pilot and Honda
CR-V are dominating the most researched trucks list.

The same is repeated in the Kbb.com Most Researched Vehicles of 2005 list too.

Honda Accord which topped the two lists has also been named Car and Driver Magazine’s one of the winners
of its prestigious and highly competitive annual "10Best Cars" award. Named as the "Best Family Sedan," the
Accord has achieved "10Best" status 20 times in the 24 years that Car and Driver editors have been conducting
the competition, more than any other vehicle in the award's history.

If you are looking for a car, try the Honda Accord or a Civic, if it’s a SUV, try the Honda Pilot or CR-V and if it
is a minivan, test-drive the Honda Odyssey! At Manly Honda, you have a Honda for everybody!

Call for a free test-drive today!

For further details contact your favorite Honda Dealer, Manly Honda in Santa Rosa, CA.

At Manly Honda in Santa Rosa, CA, a convenient Internet Buying Process with easy, anytime access to the
entire Honda Line-up is available. Buyers can log on to www.manlyhonda.com and research Honda Vehicles,
access virtual test-drives and request an instant Internet quote or free test-drives. An online vehicle appraisal
process is available for those who plan to trade in their existing vehicle.

Manly Honda can be contacted at 707 535 1184.
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Contact Information
VatsalaA
Manly Honda
http://www.manlyhonda.com
707 535 1184

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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